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),J(7!8,4$)!B($15:!A1:),1&J)1'5! )3$)! 152(JA4:!4$:)4,5!;'5)$5$!$5A!6'J)3!l$?')$!&J)!5')!Z)$3! aJ-<"'(0"/&-$2+,-&<5Q-'($2*!
:$"&/(%/#6-'+<$*?-)'0'*!$5A!!0-?'+*?'#0/'b.!
!7$1*$%( YN( SN( !T( !8+0$'( !7$1*$%( YN( SN( !T( !8+0$'(
1/6-&5?*+<4&-()#-<'! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+'&%-<'(*! H! H! H! !
16#5?4#5(+<#-*0'0$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+)'*4*0'<"4$2! H! H! H! !
16#5?4#5(+/&5(6'0$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+.#'6-&/! H! G! H! ZRO6l!
16#5?4#5(+-(0/#2/)-$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+?*/$)5#/?/(*! H! G! G! !
16#5?4#5(+#/?/(*! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+*<#-%(/#-! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5?4#5(+*2-0"--! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+*?-<'0$2! H! H! H! !
16#5?4#5(+0#'<"4<'$&$2! H! H! H! ! 16#5?4#5(+0#-<"5?"5#$2! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+%5#/'&-*! G! H! G! ! 16#5*0-*+)-/65/(*-*! H! H! G! !
16#5*0-*+/Q'#'0'! H! H! H! ! 16#5*0-*+"$2-&-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+"4/2'&-*! G! G! H! ! 16#5*0-*+-)'"5/(*-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+5#/65(/(*-*! G! H! G! ! 16#5*0-*+?/#/(('(*! G! G! H! !
16#5*0-*+#5**-'/! G! H! G! ! 16#5*0-*+*<'%#'! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+*/2-;/#0-<-&&'0'! H! G! G! ! 16#5*0-*+*05&5(-./#'! H! H! H! !
16#5*0-*+0/($-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R! 16#5*0-*+0"$#%/#-'('! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
16#5*0-*+;'#-'%-&-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R! 1&5?/<$#$*+'/W$'&-*! H! H! H! !
1&5?/<$#$*+'&?-($*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
1&5?/<$#$*+
++++++'#$()-('</$*+ G! H! G! !
1&5?/<$#$*+<'#5&-(-'($*! H! H! H! ! 1&5?/<$#$*+6/(-<$&'0$*+ H! H! H! !
1&5?/<$#$*+?#'0/(*-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R! 1()#5?565(+6/#'#)--! H! H! H! !
1()#5?565(+"'&&--! H! H! H! ! 1()#5?565(+%'#%-(5)-*+ H! G! G! !
1()#5?565(+*<5?'#-$2! H! H! H! ! 1()#5?565(+-*<"'/2$2! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
1#-*0-)'+')*</(*-5(-*! H! G! G! ! 1?/#'+-(0/##$?0'! H! H! G! !
1#-*0-)'+&5(6-*?-<'! G! G! H! ! 1#-*0-)'+)-<"5052'! G! G! H! !
1#-*0-)'+?$#?$#/'+
+++++&5(6-*/0'! H! H! H! ! 1#-*0-)'+5&-6'(0"'! G! G! H! !
1;/('+%'#%'0'! G! H! G! ! 1##"/('0"/#$2+/&'0-$*! H! H! H! !
1;/('+*'0-;'+ H! H! H! ! 1;/('+.'0$'+ H! H! H! !
C&/?"'#-)'<"(/+D-(6--+ H! G! G! ! C/<D2'((-'+*4V-6'<"(/+ H! H! H! !
C5$0/&5$'+%'#%'0'+ H! H! G! !
C&/?"'#5(/$#5(+
+++++0#-<"5&/?-*+ H! G! G! !
C5$0/&5$'+/#-?5)'+ H! G! G! ! C5$0/&5$'+<$#0-?/()$&'+ H! H! H! !
C5$0/&5$'+"-#*$0'+ H! H! H! ! C5$0/&5$'+6#'<-&-*+ H! H! H! !
C5$0/&5$'+0#-.-)'+ H! G! G! ! C5$0/&5$'+*-2?&/Q+ H! G! G! !
C#52$*+%#-V-.5#2-*+ H! H! H! ! C#52$*+'(52'&$*+ H! H! H! !
C#52$*+<-&-'0$*+ H! H! H! ! C#52$*+<'#-('0$*+ H! H! H! !
C#52$*+)-'()#$*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! C#52$*+<522$0'0$*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
C#52$*+X'?5(-<$*+ H! H! H! ! C#52$*+-(/#2-*+ H! H! H! !
C#52$*+&'0-6&$2-*+ G! H! H! ;RO6l! C#52$*+D'&2--+ G! G! H! !
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!N+/I$(F(W),-&*-"$'XqB'$24$4!15!Z)$3!aZRb*!;'5)$5$!a;Rb*!$5A!6'J)3!l$?')$!a6lb!152(JA15@!5$)1U4!$5A!15),'AJ24A!)$`$.!
!7$1*$%+ YN! SN! !T! !8+0$'! !7$1*$%+ YN! SN! !T! !8+0$'!
C#52$*+?$%/*</(*+ G! H! H! ;RO6l! C#52$*+25&&-*+ H! H! H! !
C#52$*+#-6-)$*+ H! G! G! ! C#52$*+?$2?/&&-'($*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
C#52$*+*/<'&-($*+ H! H! H! ! C#52$*+#$%/(*+ H! G! G! !
C#52$*+*0/#-&-*+ H! G! G! ! C#52$*+*W$'##5*$*+ G! H! H! ;RO6l!
C#52$*+;$&6'#-*+ H! H! G! ! C#52$*+0/<05#$2+ H! H! H! !
C$<"&5/+)'<04&5-)/*+ H! H! H! ! C#52$*+,-&&)/(5,--+ H! G! G! !
3'&'2'6#5*0-*+
+++++D5/&/#-5-)/*+ G! H! G! !
3'&'2'6#5*0-*+
+++++<'(')/(*-*+ H! H! H! !
3'&'2'6#5*0-*+
+++++?$#?$#'*</(*+ H! H! H! !
3'&'2'6#5*0-*+25(0'(/(*-*+
+ G! H! H! ;RO6l!
3'&'2'6#5*0-*+
+++++*<5?$&5#$2+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! 3'&'2'6#5*0-*+#$%/*</(*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
3'&'2'6#5*0-*+0,//)4-+ G! H! G! ! 3'&'2'6#5*0-*+*0#-<0'+ H! H! H! !
3'&'25;-&.'+&5(6-.5&-'+ G! H! H! ;RO6l! 3'&'25;-&.'+6-6'(0/'+ H! G! G! !
3/(<"#$*+&5(6-*?-($*+ H! H! H! ! 3'0'%#5*'+'W$'0-<'+ H! H! H! !
3"&5#-*+;-#6'0'+ H! G! G! ! 3"&5#-*+;/#0-<-&&'0'+ G! G! H! !
3-(('+&'0-.5&-'+ H! H! H! ! 3-(('+'#$()-('</'+ G! H! H! ;RO6l!
3#4?*-*+*<"5/(5-)/*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! 3#4?*-*+'&5?/<$#5-)/*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
34(5*$#$*+<#-*0'0$*+ G! H! G! ! 34(5)5(+)'<04&5(+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
J'<04&-*+6&52/#'0'+ H! H! H! ! 34(5*$#$*+/<"-('0$*+ G! H! G! !
J'(0"5(-'+-(0/#2/)-'+ H! H! H! ! J'(0"5(-'+<'&-.5#(-<'+ H! H! H! !
J'(0"5(-'+*?-<'0'+ G! H! H! ;RO6l! J'(0"5(-'+?'##4-+ G! H! G! !
J/*<"'2?*-'+
+++++'0#5?$#?$#/'+ G! H! G! ! J'(0"5(-'+$(-*?-<'0'+ H! H! H! !
J/*<"'2?*-'+
+++++)'(0"5(-5-)/*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! J/*<"'2?*-'+</*?-05*'+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
J-'##"/('+'2/#-<'('+ G! G! H! ! J/*<"'2?*-'+/&5(6'0'+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
J-<"'(0"/&-$2+
+++++5&-65*'(0"/*+ H! H! H! !
J-<"'(0"/&-$2+
+++++&'($6-(5*$2! H( H( H( (
J-<"'(0"/&-$2++
+++++Q'(0"5?"4*$2+ G! G! H! !
"#$%&'(%)*#+,!
!!!!!-#*$./#&'+,+ ?! @! @! SND!TK!
J-<"'(0"/&-$2++
+++++&-(/'#-.5&-$2+ G! G! H! ! J-<"'(0"/&-$2+&/-%/#6--+ G! G! H! !
J-6-0'#-'+')*</()/(*+ H! G! G! !
J-<"'(0"/&-$2++
+++++;-&&5*-**-2$2+ G! G! H! !
J-6-0'#-'+*'(6$-('&-*+ H! H! H! ! J-6-0'#-'+-*<"'/2$2+ H! H! H! !
N<"-(5<"&5'+<#$*6'&&-+ H! H! H! ! J-*0-<"&-*+*0#-<0'+ H! H! H! !
N&/$*-(/+-()-<'+ H! H! H! ! N<"-(5<"&5'+2$#-<'0'+ H! H! H! !
N&4"5#)/$2+25(0'(/*/+ G! G! H! ! N&4"5#)/$2+)'D50/(*/+ G! G! H! !
N&42$*+'#-*0'0$*+ H! G! G! ! N&42$*+'2%-6$$*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
N&42$*+<'(')/(*-*+ H! H! H! ! N&42$*+<-(/#/$*+ H! H! H! !
N&42$*+/&425-)/*+ H! H! H! ! N&42$*+)-;/#*-6&$2-*+ G! G! H! !
N&42$*+6&'$<$*+ H! H! H! ! N&42$*+.&';/*</(*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
N&42$*+"4*0#-Q+ G! G! H! ! N&42$*+"'(*/(--+ H! G! G! !
N&42$*+-(0/##$?0$*+ G! G! H! ! N&42$*+-((5;'0$*+ G! H! H! ;RO6l!
N&42$*+2'<5$(--+ H! H! H! ! N&42$*+X$(</$*+ H! H! H! !
N&42$*+*'$()/#*--+ H! G! G! ! N&42$*+*'&-('+ H! G! G! !
N&42$*+0#-0-<5-)/*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! N&42$*+*-2?&/Q+ H! G! G! !
N&42$*+;-#6-(-<$*+ H! H! H! ! N&42$*+;-&&5*$*+ G! G! H! !
N#'6#5*0-*+<-&-'(/(*-*+ H! H! H! ! N((/'?565(+)/*;'$Q--+ H! G! G! !
N#'6#5*0-*+"4?(5-)/*+ H! H! H! ! N#'6#5*0-*+<$#;$&'+ H! G! G! !
N#'6#5*0-*+5#<$00-'('+ H! G! G! ! N#'6#5*0-*+2-(5#+ H! H! H! !
N#'6#5*0-*+?-&5*'+ G! G! H! ! N#'6#5*0-*+?/<0-('</'+ H! H! H! !
N#'6#5*0-*+*?/<0'%-&-*+ G! G! H! ! N#'6#5*0-*+#/?0'(*+ G! G! H! !
N#/25?4#$2+0#-0-</$2+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! N#'6#5*0-*+0#-<"5)/*+ G! G! H! !
K/*0$<'+'#-V5(-<'+ H! G! G! ! N#-5(/$#5(+?$&<"/&&$2+ H! G! G! !
K/*0$<'+<'2?/*0#-*+ G! H! G! ! K/*0$<'+%'..-(/(*-*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
K/*0$<'+-)'"5/(*-*+ H! H! H! ! K/*0$<'+)'*4<&')'+ H! G! G! !
K/*0$<'+5%0$*'0'+ G! G! H! ! K/*0$<'+2-($0-.&5#'+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
K/*0$<'+#$%#'+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! K/*0$<'+5<<-)/(0'&-*+ H! H! H! !
K/*0$<'+*$%$&'0'+ H! H! H! ! K/*0$<'+*5#5#-'+ H! G! G! !
K/*0$<'+;-#-)$&'+ G! H! G! ! K/*0$<'+0"$#%/#-+ H! G! G! !
E&4</#-'+%5#/'&-*+ H! H! H! ! K/*0$<'+;-;-?'#5-)/'+ G! H! G! !
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!N+/I$(F(W),-&*-"$'XqB'$24$4!15!Z)$3!aZRb*!;'5)$5$!a;Rb*!$5A!6'J)3!l$?')$!a6lb!152(JA15@!5$)1U4!$5A!15),'AJ24A!)$`$.!
!7$1*$%+ YN! SN! !T! !8+0$'! !7$1*$%+ YN! SN! !T! !8+0$'!
E&4</#-'+.&$-0'(*+ G! G! H! ! E&4</#-'+/&'0'+ H! H! H! !
E&4</#-'+*0#-'0'+ H! H! H! ! E&4</#-'+6#'()-*! H! H! H! !
G/&-<050#-<"5(++
+++++25#05(-'($2! H! G! G! ! G/&-<050#-<"5(+"55D/#-! G! H! H! ;RO6l!
G-&'#-'+X'2/*--! H! G! G! ! G-/#5<"&5/+5)5#'0'! H! H! H! !
G5&<$*+&'('0$*! H! H! G! ZRO;R! G-&'#-'+#-6-)'! H! G! G! !
G5#)/$2+)/?#/**$2! H! G! G! ! G5#)/$2+%#'<"4'(0"/#$2! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
G5#)/$2+6&'$<$2! H! G! G! ! G5#)/$2+6/(-<$&'0$2! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
G5#)/$2+&/?5#-($2! H! H! G! ! G5#)/$2+X$%'0$2! H! H! H! !
G5#)/$2+;$&6'#/! H! H! H! ! G5#)/$2+?$*-&&$2! H! H! H! !
L2?/#'0'+%#/;-.5&-'! H! G! G! ! G4*0#-Q+?'0$&'! G! G! H! !
7//#*-'+5#4V5-)/*! H! H! H! ! =5/&/#-'+(-0-)'! H! H! H! !
7/?05<"&5'+.$*<'++
+++++.'*<<$&'#-*! H! H! H! ! 7//#*-'+;-#6-(-<'! G! G! H! !
7/$<5?5'+D-(6--! H! H! H! ! 7/?05<"&5'+?'(-</'! H! G! H! ZRO6l!
75&-$2+?/#/((/! H! H! H! ! 75&-$2+2$&0-.&5#$2! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
75&-$2+0/2$&/(0$2! G! H! H! ;RO6l! 75&-$2+?/#*-<$2! G! H! G! !
:/&-<'+*2-0"--! G! H! H! ;RO6l! :/&-<'+%$&%5*'! H! H! H! !
:/&-<'+*0#-<0'! H! G! G! ! :/&-<'+*?/<0'%-&-*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
:-&-$2+/..$*$2+ G! G! H! ! :/&-<'+*$%$&'0'! G! H! H! ;RO6l!
:$"&/(%/#6-'+'()-('+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! :5(#5'+*W$'##5*'! H! H! H! !
:$"&/(%/#6-'+'*?/#-.5&-'! H! H! H! ! :$"&/(%/#6-'+'#*/(/-( H( G( G( (
:$"&/(%/#6-'+.-&-<$&2(-*! H! G! G! ! 0+%*)'1)23#&!$+45#6&(&! ?! @! @! SND!TK!
:$"&/(%/#6-'+.#5()5*'! G! G! H! ! :$"&/(%/#6-'+.-&-.5#2-*! H! H! H! !
:$"&/(%/#6-'+2/Q-<'('! H! H! H! ! :$"&/(%/#6-'+6&52/#'0'! H! H! H! !
:$"&/(%/#6-'+25(0'('! H! H! G! ZRO;R! :$"&/(%/#6-'+2-($0-**-2'! H! H! H! !
:$"&/(%/#6-'+?5#0/#-! H! G! G! ! :$"&/(%/#6-'+?'$<-.&5#'! H! G! G! !
:$"&/(%/#6-'+#'</25*'! H! H! H! ! :$"&/(%/#6-'+?$(6/(*! H! G! H! ZRO6l!
:$"&/(%/#6-'+*<"#/%/#-! H! G! H! ZRO6l! :$"&/(%/#6-'+#-<"'#)*5(-*! H! H! H! !
:$"&/(%/#6-'+0"$#%/#-! H! G! G! ! :$"&/(%/#6-'+*4&';'0-<'! G! G! H! !
O#4V5?*-*+'*?/#-.5&-'! H! H! H! ! :$"&/(%/#6-'+,#-6"0--! H! G! G! !
O#4V5?*-*+/Q-6$'! H! H! G! ZRO;R! O#4V5?*-*+<5(0#'<0'! G! H! G! !
O#4V5?*-*+2-<#'(0"'! H! H! H! ! O#4V5?*-*+"42/(5-)/*! H! H! H! !
O#4V5?*-*+?$(6/(*! G! G! H! ! O#4V5?*-*+2-&-'</'! H! G! G! !
O#4V5?*-*+,/%%/#-! H! G! H! ZRO;R! O#4V5?*-*+#'</25*'! G! G! H! !
F'(-<$2+<'?-&&'#/! H! H! H! ! F'(-<$2+%$&%5*$2! H! G! G! !
F'(-<$2+.&/Q-&/! H! G! H! ! F'(-<$2+)-<"5052-.&5#$2! H! H! H! !
F'(-<$2+2-&-'</$2! H! H! H! ! F'(-<$2+"'&&--! H! G! G! !
F'(-<$2+;-#6'0$2! H! H! H! ! F'(-<$2+5%0$*$2! H! G! G! !
F'*?'&$2+*/0'</$2! G! G! H! ! F'*?'&$2+)-*0-<"$2! H! G! G! !
F"'&'#-*+'#$()-('</'! H! H! H! ! F/((-*/0$2+6&'$<$2! H! G! H! ZRO6l!
F"-??*-'+'&6-)'! G! H! G! ! F"'&'#-*+<'('#-/(*-*! H! H! H! !
F"&/$2+?#'0/(*/! H! H! H! ! F"&/$2+'&?-($2! H! H! H! !
F-?0'(0"/#$2+#'</25*$2! G! G! H! ! F"#'62-0/*+'$*0#'&-*! H! H! H! !
F5'+'(($'! H! H! H! ! F5'+'&?-('+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
F5'+%-6/&5;--! H! G! G! ! F5'+'#-)'! H! H! H! !
F5'+%$&%5*'+ H! H! H! ! F5'+%5&'()/#-! H! G! G! !
F5'+<52?#/**'! H! H! H! ! F5'+<'(%4-! G! G! H! !
F5'+<$*-<D--! H! H! G! ZRO;R! F5'+<$#0'! H! G! G! !
F5'+6#'4'('! H! H! G! ZRO;R! F5'+./()&/#-'('+ H! H! H! !
F5'+X$(<-.5&-'+ H! H! H! ! F5'+-(0/#-5#+ H! H! H! !
F5'+&/-%/#6--! H! G! G! ! F5'+&/?05<52'! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
F5'+&/00/#2'(--! H! H! G! ZRO;R! F5'+?'&$*0#-*! H! H! H! !
F5'+?'00/#*5(--! H! H! G! ZRO;R! F5'+?#'0/(*-*! H! H! H! !
F5'+#/.&/Q'! H! H! G! ZRO;R! F5'+#$?-<5&'! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
F5'+*/<$()'! H! H! H! ! F5'+*0/('(0"'! G! H! G! !
F5'+*$D*)5#.--! H! G! G! ! F5'+*4&;/*0#-*! G! G! H! !
F5'+0#-;-'&-*! H! H! H! ! F5'+,"//&/#-! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
F5&4?565(+-(0/##$?0$*! H! G! G! ! F5&4?565(+25(*?/&-/(*-*! H! H! H! !
F$<<-(/&&-'+<$*-<D--! G! H! G! ! F$<<-(/&&-'+)-*0'(*! H! H! H! !
F$<<-(/&&-'+.'*<-<$&'0'! H! G! G! ! F$<<-(/&&-'+&/225(--! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
F$<<-(/&&-'+($00'&&-'('! H! H! H! ! F$<<-(/&&-'+?'$<-.&5#'! H! H! H! !
F$<<-(/&&-'+*-2?&/Q! H! G! G! ! H/).-/&)-'+.&/Q$5*'! H! H! H! !
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!N+/I$(F(W),-&*-"$'XqB'$24$4!15!Z)$3!aZRb*!;'5)$5$!a;Rb*!$5A!6'J)3!l$?')$!a6lb!152(JA15@!5$)1U4!$5A!15),'AJ24A!)$`$.!
!7$1*$%+ YN! SN! !T! !8+0$'! !7$1*$%+ YN! SN! !T! !8+0$'!
!<"/)5(('#)$*+?'(-<$&'0$*+ H! H! H! ! !<"/)5(5#$*+'#$()-('</'+ H! H! H! !
!<"/)5(5#$*+?#'0/(*-*! H! H! H! ! !<"-*2$*+%'#%'0$*! H! G! G! !
!<"-V'<"(/+?$#?$#'*</(*! H! H! H! ! !<&/#5<"&5'+)$#'+ H! H! G! ZRO;R!
!<&/#5?565(+%#/;-.5&-$*! H! G! G! ! !<5&5<"&5'+./*0$<'</'! H! H! H! !
!/<'&/+</#/'&/! H! H! H! ! !/0'#-'+.'%/#-! G! G! H! !
!/0'#-'+-0'&-<'! G! H! H! ;RO6l! !/0'#-'+?$2-&'! H! H! H! !
!/0'#-'+;/#0-<-&&'0'! H! H! H! ! !/0'#-'+;-#-)-*! H! H! H! !
!5#6"'*0#$2+($0'(*+ H! H! H! ! !5#6"$2+%-<5&5#! H! H! H! !
!5#6"$2+"'&/?/(*/! H! H! H! ! !?'#0-('+6#'<-&-*! H! H! H! !
!?'#0-('+?/<0-('0'! H! H! H! ! !?"/(5?"5&-*+5%0$*'0'! H! H! H! !
!?5#5%5&$*+'#5-)/*! H! H! H! ! !?5#5%5&$*+<52?5*-0$*! H! H! H! !
!?5#5%5&$*+<5(0#'<0$*! H! G! G! ! !?5#5%5&$*+<#4?0'()#$*! H! H! H! !
!?5#5%5&$*+.&/Q$5*$*! H! G! G! ! !?5#5%5&$*+6-6'(0/$*! H! G! G! !
!?5#5%5&$*+"/0/#5&/?-*! G! H! H! ;RO6l! !?5#5%5&$*+(/6&/<0$*! G! H! H! ;RO6l!
!?5#5%5&$*+?$&;-('0$*! H! G! G! ! !?5#5%5&$*+;'6-(-.&5#$*! G! G! H! !
!0-?'+'#-)'! H! G! G! ! !0-?'+%&552/#-! H! G! G! !
!0-?'+<52'0'! H! H! H! ! !0-?'+<5#5('0'! H! G! G! !
!0-?'+&/00/#2'(--! H! H! G! ZRO;R! !0-?'+(/&*5(--! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
!0-?'+(/52/Q-<'('! H! G! G! ! !0-?'+(/;')/(*-*! H! G! G! !
!0-?'+5<<-)/(0'&-*! H! H! H! ! !0-?'+?-(/05#$2! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
!0-?'+#-<"'#)*5(--! G! H! H! ! !0-?'+*<#-%(/#-! H! G! G! !
7(#5&!45&2()&( ?( @( @( SND!TK( !0-?'+*?/<-5*'! H! G! G! !
!0-?'+0"$#%/#-'('! H! H! G! ZRO;R! !0-?'+;-#-)$&'! H! H! H! !
!0-?'+,/%%/#-! H! G! G! ! !0-?'+,-&&-'2*--! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
>'/(-'0"/#$2++
+++++<'?$02/)$*'/! H! H! G! ZRO;R! >#-)/(*+2$0-<$*! H! G! G! !
>#-?&'*-*+?$#?$#/'! G! G! H! ! >#-*/0$2+<'(/*</(*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
>#-*/0$2+</#($$2! G! H! G! ! >#-*/0$2+5#0"5<"'/0$2! G! H! G! !
>#-*/0$2+*?-<'0$2! H! H! H! ! >#-*/0$2+,5&.--! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
>#-0-<$2+'/*0-;$2! H! H! H! ! M/(0/('0'+)$%-'! G! H! G! !
M$&?-'+%#525-)/*+ H! H! G! ZRO;R! M$&?-'+2-<#5*0'<"4*! H! H! G! ZRO;R!
M$&?-'+24$#5*! H! H! G! ZRO;R! M$&?-'+5<05.&5#'! H! H! H! !
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